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1. Purpose of Report 
 
1.1. The report informs the Committee of the financial reserves of the Council up to the 

end of March 2021.  

2. Recommendations  
 
2.1. The Committee note the report. 

3. Reasons for Recommendations and Background 
 

Summary  
 

3.1. The Council holds a range of Reserves for a variety of reasons.  The actual number 
and value fluctuates over the year as monies are spent on projects, new money is 
received from funders (most often from Government but not exclusively) and new 
reserves are created to respond to changing financial pressures.  The Reserves are 
held as funding for specific projects, against known or potential expenditure or to 
meet future costs or allow for service developments and to allow value for money 
improvements. 

  



 
Detail 

 
 

3.2. Like all well-run financial organisations, the Council holds financial reserves.  These 
are sums that are not part of the annual income and expenditure plans and are held 
separately to be deployed in particular circumstances. 

 

3.3. The level of reserves held are reported as part of the Annual Accounts and are 
subject to External Audit each year. 

3.4. Reserves can be held for any specific or earmarked purposes or can be general and 
the range of reasons for the creation and maintenance of a reserve can be 
widespread.  The Council currently holds over 70 separate reserves as at the 31st 
March 2021. (See Appendix 1.) with a total value in excess of £16m.  The number 
and value of reserves will fluctuate over the years and during any particular financial 
year, with new reserves being created when appropriate and other reserves 
disappearing when the funding within them has been used or the purpose for which 
they were created disappears. 

3.5. The Council’s Section 151 Officer is responsible for ensuring that the Council has 
adequate reserves to meet its potential commitments and to ensure they are properly 
used in line with their intended purpose.  Our External Auditors review the levels of 
reserves held each year and determine whether in their view they are at an adequate 
level.   

3.6. There is increased scrutiny in this area from Auditors and the Government over 
recent years due to the number of Councils indicating they are facing severe financial 
problems and are no longer able to finance their current budget and do not have 
sufficient reserves to draw upon, so as to meet emergency pressures or assist them 
transition to a new core cost base of operation. 

3.7. While there may be a wide range of specific or earmarked reserves, they will mostly 
broadly fit into the following categories, 

 

a) Funds received from Government for a specific ringfenced purpose where 
expenditure is expected to take place over multiple financial years.  Recent 
examples include the large sums of grants advanced to the Council to make 
business grants to help businesses impacted by COVID 19 and funds to make 
payments to those individuals who are self-isolating and meet certain criteria.  
However, the Council will be in receipt of a numbers of grants at any one time from 
the Government , some of high value and others relating to small sums of money 
for a plethora of one-off schemes or regular annual funding related to potentially 
sporadic expenditure commitments, such as Community Right to Buy scheme, 
where when expenditure does occur it will be substantially more than we ever 
receive in any particular year from the Government, but hopefully the cumulative 
amount will offset it, either in full or partially. 



b) Funds from other bodies such at the various lottery awarding bodies, the Forestry 
Commission, the Local Government Association, heritage organisations and 
previously European Union funding in support of particular schemes, projects or the 
delivery of specified outcomes etc. 

c) Funds from Businesses to the Council to meet certain costs or undertake projects 
or improvements, often linked to the building of new homes, commercial, retail or 
industrial developments.  These are known as Section 106 funds and the criteria for 
how they are used are legally agreed between the Developer or Business and the 
Council. 

d) Funds held against a potential contractual obligation that the Council has 
undertaken and would not be able to finance from its Annual Budget if it became 
due.  An example here is the Reserve created when the Council transferred its 
housing stock to Hyndburn Homes, which later merged with other Housing 
Associations to eventually form Contour Housing.  At the point of the transfer, the 
Council agreed that should any of the land transferred subsequently prove to be 
polluted and require an environmental remedy or should pollution on any of this 
land damage adjacent land, the Council would meet the cost of any remediation of 
that land.  Potential costs could run into millions of pounds and therefore a reserve 
was created to meet these costs should they occur. 

e) Funds created to meet other specific legal costs or potential costs that might occur.  
We have a dilapidation reserve to meet the cost of any large-scale failure within our 
property portfolio that requires immediate significant attention, either under our 
obligations as a tenant or landlord. 

f) Funds set aside by the Council for specific purposes.  The largest element of this is 
for Capital Expenditure.  Some of these funds are ringfenced to specific capital 
projects and others are receipts from the sale of land, buildings or other assets or 
capital grants from Government or where one-off or short-term grants have been 
made available to the Council and we have chosen not to include them within the 
base level of Revenue spend, such as New Homes Bonus.  The Council has also 
over the years made budgetary and other decisions to create specific Reserves to 
set money aside for future spending projects and commitments.  Examples of this 
type of reserve include the funding set aside for continued Area Councils activity 
after the decision was taken to end the previous arrangements. 

g) Funds created to recognise the mismatch in expenditure and income on various 
projects and undertakings, to allow the smoothing of these two different cash flows 
and ensure that the impacts do not cause distortions to the annual accounts.  
Examples would include any new trading activities such as Green Waste Collection. 

h) Funds held to smooth the impact of changes in the flows of business rates due to 
changes in government rules around the collection of business rates, such as the 
granting of reliefs and the payment of Section 31A grants as compensation. 

i) Funds set aside from surpluses to meet the costs of additional in -year financial 
pressures experienced in subsequent financial years and to provide up front 
finance for invest to save proposals that would otherwise not be funded and the 



opportunity lost to deliver improvements and cost savings in the Council’s 
operations. 

3.8. A general reserve to cover the range of potential adverse financial impact from a wide 
variety of events and risks the Council faces from its activities which could not be 
funded from within the normal annual budget should these occur.  The type of events 
are listed in the Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy but the list is not 
exhaustive.  The financial impacts stemming from COVID 19 being the most obvious 
recent major example of a financial impact not listed and which has demonstrated the 
need for the maintenance of strong reserves, to allow the Council to deal with a surge 
in expenditure in a controlled manner and not require it to immediately go into crisis 
mode to balance its overall financial position. 

3.9. The level in each reserve will be determined by the funder if it is awarded for a 
specific purpose, adjusted for any spend against the specific project that has occurred 
and been financed from the Reserve.  In other areas, the amount will be determined 
by an assessment of the potential spend to be incurred or the level of risk of an event 
occurring. It would always be financially prudent to ensure reserves will cover the full 
amount of any potential call upon them, but financial prudence has to be weighed 
against the funds available and the likelihood of events occurring and the ability to 
review the level of reserves on an on-going basis. 

3.10. It took the Council a considerable period after the financial difficulties it faced in 
2003/2004 to build its financial reserves up from zero to the current levels.  The 
amounts now in reserves should provide the Council with confidence that it can 
withstand a number of financial challenges without being forced immediately into 
making serious reductions in its services or its workforce in order to remain financially 
viable.  This will allow the Council to avoid having to make a Section 114 notice that it 
faces financial peril.  This ensures that decisions over services and staffing levels 
remain local decisions and sudden and dramatic reductions are not forced upon us 
because of a rapidly worsening financial position.  However, as COVID 19 has shown 
us over the last 18 month, the potential for significant events do exist and coping with 
them can be a major challenge even when reserves have been established at a good 
level. 

 

 

4. Alternative Options considered and Reasons for Rejection 
 

4.1. Not applicable.  This report is for information purposes. 

5. Consultations 
 
5.1. Not applicable  



6.  Implications 
 

Financial implications (including 
any future financial commitments 
for the Council) 
 

As outlined in the report. 

Legal and human rights 
implications 
 

Not applicable 

Assessment of risk 
 

Not applicable  

Equality and diversity implications 
A Customer First Analysis should be 
completed in relation to policy 
decisions and should be attached as 
an appendix to the report.  
 

Not applicable 

 
 

7. Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985: List of Background 
Papers  

 
 
 
  

http://hyntranet/index.php?option=com_remository&Itemid=80&func=startdown&id=1407


Appendix 1 
 

 
 

Earmarked Reserves    

   Closing 

   Balance 

   31 March 21 

LSVT Environmental Warranties   -3,015,782.86 

Transition grant revenue   -802,849.72 

S106    

Tesco Great Harwood   -32,933.25 

Wind Farm   -88,260.00 

Lynwood Rd Bett Homes   -70,157.00 

Lynwood Rd Elite Homes   -11,444.64 

Aldi Great Harwood   -9,304.14 

Hambledon Mill   -60,000.00 

Newton Drive Manchester Road   -14,880.00 

Harwodd Lane Great Harwood   -18,000.00 

Parker St Rishton   -50,000.00 

RHODEN RD, OSW S106   -72,813.00 

FOXWOOD CHASE S106   -83,483.86 

FORMER CHURCH BANK WORKS 
S106 

  -5,732.56 

ACCRINGTON NORI S106   -5,000.00 

BROADFIELD GARAGE S106   -17,403.00 

WOOD ST GT HWD S106   -62,369.00 

PHOENIX 1D S106   -5,583.00 

NORMAN ROAD S106    -32,534.00 

Sub total s106   -639,897.45 

Planning Delivery Grant   -25,972.48 

Area Based Grant   -39,760.06 

Performance Reward Grant 
Revenue 

  -4,307.31 

Dilapidations Reserve   -1,316,000.00 

Invest to Save/Underspends    -1,087,441.34 

Efficiency Support Grant   -308,179.72 

Communities for Health Funding   -41,295.07 

Communities for Health Funding    -14,184.03 

Huncoat Garden Village Housing 
Zone 

  -84,469.67 

Business Rates funding for capital   -1,127,322.00 



Green waste    -84,545.18 

Other    

Community Safety Partnership   -8,104.54 

Communities Right To Bid   -4,873.00 

Communities Right To Challenge   -25,641.00 

Freeholds - HMR   -123,459.78 

HAG Reserves   -4,527.38 

Assets of Community Value   -7,855.00 

Communities Right to Buy   -7,855.00 

LG Open Data Funding   -2,000.00 

Summer Fun   -1,226.50 

Transparency Code Setup   -38,027.00 

Property Searches New Burdens   -37,452.57 

Integrity Funding   -7,969.00 

Peel Park Forestry Grant   -19,670.20 

Woodnook/ Rothwell Forestry Grant   -17,212.85 

Clayton Forest Revenue Grant   -5,307.19 

Jackhouse Woodland Imp Grant   -400.71 

Brownfield Register   -33,817.00 

DCLG Custom Build   -23,276.00 

Flexible Homelessness Support   -35,177.62 

Asset disposal transition   -100,000.00 

Invest to Save Fund   -0.21 

Housing Revenue Grants   -52,489.69 

Council Tax Reform   -61,925.47 

Implementing Welfare Reform   610.00 

Council Tax Support New Burdens 
Funding 

  -158,168.00 

Bradshaw Street Aftercare   -6,763.00 

Roegreave Rd Playground 
Maintenance 

  -71,075.45 

Within Grove West Aftercare   -3,784.00 

Within Grove East Aftercare   -10,000.00 

Spouthouse Maintenance   -8,204.76 

EU Exit Funding Reserve   -6,328.98 

Vehicle Insurance Fund   -7,724.00 

Covid-19 Grant Reserve   -347,871.81 

Economic Development Fund   -185,000.00 

Community Champion Funding   -111,538.16 

Test & Trace Payments   -17,064.00 

Selective Licensing     -3,711.56 



Total Other   -1,554,891.43 

Business Rates Volatility Reserve   -368,611.00 

S31 Future Years NDR Deficit 
Reserve 

  -3,316,498.00 

Dividend Reserve   -600,000.00 

Total Earmarked Reserve   -14,432,007.32 

General Fund Reserve   -2,351,455.52 

Total    -16,783,462.84 

 
 


